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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature

Of The Case
Eric James Gunter appeals from his conviction for domestic battery with traumatic injury.

On

appeal, he challenges the district court’s evidentiary ruling and denial of his request for a

mistrial.

Statement

Of The

Over

the

drank together

Facts

And Course Of The

weekend 0f July 20 and

at their

shared residence.

weekend, the two argued.

(E

Tr.,

Proceedings

21, 2019, Gunter and his then—ﬁancée Kimberley

(m

Tr.,

p.182, L.10

—

p.186, Ls.4-14; p.283, L.25

Throughout the

p.184, L22.)

—

Rey

p.284, L.20.)

Both Rey and

Gunter testiﬁed they could not remember what happened 0n the night of July 20, but Rey woke

up the next morning With bruises across her body.
L.4

—

p.191, L.25; p.277, L.24

They continued

to drink

—

(E

p.278, L.1; p.279, L.23

Tr.,

—

and argue 0n July 21, culminating

p.163, L.25

A

neighbor called 911 and took Rey across the

p.201, Ls.10-20; p.285, L.23

punched Gunter
Tr.,

in the face,

—

p.286, L.2.)

While

and said something

that

p. 165,

L25; p.190,

p.280, L.23; State’s Exhibit 12-26.)

in

Gunter chasing Rey around

vehicle parked outside the residence while she screamed for help.

Ls.8-16.)

—

(E

street to

Tr.,

their

p.201, Ls.5-9; p.285,

speak with dispatch.

(TL,

happened, a random personl ran up,

to the effect

of “you’re going to

hit a girl.”

(m

p.202, Ls.8-16; p.286, Ls.4-5.)

1

Neither the neighbor nor the random person were identiﬁed by name or called t0 testify at trial.
For consistency With the Appellant’s brief, reference t0 the neighbor will refer to the person that
called 911 and reference t0 the

Appellant’s brief, p.3, n2.)

random person

Will refer t0 the

man

that

punched Gunter.

(E

The
Count

I

charged Gunter With two counts 0f felony domestic battery.

state

alleged Gunter punched and/or hit Kimberley

Rey 0n

Gunter struck, punched, and/or slammed a door 0n Rey’s

The matter proceeded

21, 2019. (R., pp.44-45.)

On
p.1

1,

L.2

the day of

—

trial,

t0 a jury

Gunter’s interview with law enforcement.

district court initially indicated that the

not a conﬂict occurred,” and that

it

to

(Tr., p.15,

would

L.2

On

the

t0 argue about ﬁnances.

hands around ten times.

p.190, Ls.4-7.)

remember doing

(Tr.,

Rey was

The next
so.

call

L.9; p.24, L.9

come

p.146, L.24

were living together

weekend of July 20 and

p.187, Ls.10-12.)

p.190, Ls.17-19.)

(E

generally Tr.,

and the Video 0f

— p.25, L6.) The

in.

(Tr., p.19, Ls. 12-

punch could come

— p. 147,

L.1

in but

1.)

testiﬁed that she and Gunter were engaged, had been in a romantic

Rey

two began
(Tr.,

— p.16,

(Tr.,

(Tr.,

Rey

(Tr.,

(Tr.,

of 2019.

in July

21, she and Gunter

residence drinking Black Velvet and watching NetﬂiX.

physical.

both from Rey’s 911

likely allow the evidence to

relationship for about a year and a half, and

point, the

(E R., pp.105-19.)

trial.

evidence seemed “relevant t0 the question of Whether or

excluded evidence 0f the random person’s statement.

L.10 — p.183, L.3.)

alleged

causing traumatic injury, on July

Later, the district court ruled that evidence of the

21; p.26, Ls.8-17.)

II

Gunter sought t0 exclude evidence of both the random person’s punch

p.30, L.23.)

trial,

July 20, 2019; Count

the district court addressed evidentiary issues.

and statement and moved for redaction 0f references

At

legs,

(R., pp.44-45.)

p.184, L.3

p.186, Ls.4-14.)

were together

— p.186,

L.3.)

at their

At some

The argument turned

testiﬁed Gunter hit her head back and forth With his open

p.187, Ls.14-19.)

That was the

last

thing she remembered.

not sure what happened but they went t0 bed

day, Gunter told

p.188, L.3

p.182,

(Tr.,

Rey

— p.189,

she slapped

L.12.)

him

at

some

point.

(Tr.,

(Tr.,

that night, although she did not

Rey woke up on

“my

testiﬁed:

my

ribs,

Rey examined

Ls.24-25.)

ribs, as

back,

the

morning of July 21 feeling
both sides,

left

and

right,

(TL, p.190, Ls.20-22.)

sore.

my

chest hurt really bad.”

well as “a really huge lump” and bruise on her chest.

p.190,

(Tr.,

saw bruises 0n her back and both

herself in the mirror and

She

sides of her

Rey was

(TL, p.191, Ls.1-10.)

positive she did not have those injuries the previous day. (Tr., p.191, Ls.19-25.)

Rey and Gunter continued
25.)

They ﬁnished

the bottle and Gunter

Around 2:00

p.193, Ls.3-10.)

— p.194,

p.193, L.20

Rey

p.194, Ls.10-17.)

p.195, Ls.8-9.)

L.7.)

Gunter

Black Velvet and watch movies. (TL, p.192, Ls.16-

to drink

p.m.,

Rey

t0

0n the couch and

didn’t

Black Velvet bottle

again.”

(TL, p.196, Ls.17-23.)

When Gunter threw
Rey

to his

at

know whether

at

Rey

and go pick

was

terriﬁed at that point.

and throwing

(TL, p.197, Ls.13-17.)

me

it

up and do

made

(TL, p.197, Ls.7-10.)

(T12,

0n.

(TL,

(TL,

it.

it

away

again and

contact with her

let

Gunter continued t0
her out.

me away from the

out 0f the way, just anything to keep

At some

point,

Rey pushed him and ran

if

outside.

trying to get the outside gate open, Gunter got

p.197,

(Tr.,

door,

you know,

me from

getting

Gunter opened the door of the residence and

looked outside, which Rey believed he did t0 see
p.197, Ls.19-24.)

at her.

as she tried t0 run

the bottle ever

“was blocking the door, you know, pushing

my arm

few hours. (TL,

mouth and ﬁnished

her and she tried to leave the residence but he wouldn’t

Ls.7-10.) Gunter

outside.”

didn’t

me

it

(TL,

(TL, p.197, Ls.2-5.)

testiﬁed she

throw things

grabbing

it.

Rey

[the bottle] at

bottle.

know What was going

p.196, Ls.3-10.) After he ﬁnished the bottle, he began throwing

from him; Rey testiﬁed “he would Whip

slept for a

Gunter standing over her screaming

was confused and

lifted the glass

buy another

to the liquor store t0

asleep

fell

Rey woke up

testiﬁed she

went

any neighbors heard them
(TL, p.198, Ls.19-20.)

up and grabbed

her.

(Tr.,

yelling.

(T12,

While Rey was

p.198, L.20

—

p.199,

L.4.)

Rey

testiﬁed Gunter “grabbed me, picked

and

three steps [up t0 the residence]

landed 0n

I

p.199, Ls.4-6.) Rey’s legs were in the

me up

my

and threw me,

back

at the

like, in the air

door inside the

doorway and Gunter slammed

the door

over the

trailer.”

0n her

legs.

(TL,

(T12,

p.199, Ls.10-14.)

Back

dumped

inside the residence,

the contents out

0n the ﬂoor.

began throwing the contents
Although she was unable

down Window 0f
approached the

Gunter began

t0

at

ﬁnd her

for her car keys but

p.200, Ls.2-4.)

she tried to run

car keys,

(Tr.,

Rey scooted

to chase

(Tr.,

Rey While

the vehicle.

car;

Rey looked

Rey around

As

of the car and got

punch him

trailer across the street

going to

in the face.

hit a girl,’

(T12,

out.

the car while she screamed for help.

p.200, Ls.4-10.)

(TL, p.201, Ls.1-6.)

(TL, p.201, Ls.5-9.)

(TL, p.201, Ls.10-13.)

Rey went With

down

The

p.202, Ls.8-13.)

Rey

testiﬁed the

random person

“said ‘You’re

and he punched [Gunter].” (TL, p.202, Ls.15-16.)

district court sustained

comment, put

it

the

the street run over to Gunter and

Gunter objected to Rey’s comment about the random person’s statement.
L.17.)

A

and waited outside for the police. (TL, p.201, Ls.16-20.)

happened, she saw a random person walking

this

away from him. (TL,

Gunter came out of the residence and

p.200, Ls.20-24.)

neighbor called 911 and came over t0 get Rey.
neighbor to the

Gunter opened the refrigerator and

outside barefoot and climbed in the rolled

Rey ran

t0 the opposite side

Gunter grabbed her purse and

Gunter’s objection and instructed the jury t0 disregard that

out 0f their mind, and t0 not refer t0

it

0r rely 0n

it

in their deliberations.

p.202, Ls.18-22.) Later, the district court clariﬁed that the jury could consider what

saw, but not What she reported someone else had said.
the presence 0f the jury, Gunter

(TL, p.202,

moved

for a mistrial.

(TL, p.203, L.24

—

Rey

(TL,

said she

p.204, L.5.) Outside

(TL, p.204, Ls.15-19.) The district court

denied the motion and found the prosecutor had not intentionally elicited the testimony.
p.205, L.7

— p.206, L22.)

In the presence of the jury, trial continued

random person Who punched Gunter,
portion of Rey’s 911 call

L8;

ﬂ

and Rey testiﬁed she did not know

0r the neighbor

was introduced and played

Law

211$ State’s EX. 27.)

photographed her

injuries.

Who

called 91

for the jury.

1.

(E

p.213, L.14) Although

testify speciﬁcally

legs;

A

Tr.,

p.207, L.21

—

p.208,

enforcement arrived 0n scene, spoke With Rey, and

Rey

(TL, p.209, Ls.13-24.)

identiﬁed the injuries

(E

Rey could not remember how

she received

some

Tr.,

shown

in the

p.210, L.13

injuries, she

was

—

able t0

about the source 0f others. For example, Rey’s leg injury depicted in State’s

was

Exhibits 3 and 4

either the

(TL, p.203, Ls.1-3.)

photographs and testiﬁed she did not have the injuries prior to July 20.

0n her

(TL,

the result of Gunter throwing

Rey believed

the injury

Rey into

on her back depicted

the residence and

slamming the door

in State’s Exhibit 5 occurred

landed on her back 0n the landing of the residence after Gunter threw her.

(Tr.,

When

she

p.212, Ls.4-25;

State’s Exs. 3-5.)

Rey

identiﬁed the residence’s kitchen area, depicted in State’s Exhibit 10, which showed

the contents of the refrigerator and her purse strewn across the ﬂoor. (Tr., p.213, Ls.15-24.)

She

also identiﬁed State’s Exhibit 11 as a picture 0f the Black Velvet bottle Gunter threw at her.

(Tr.,

p.213, L.25

couldn’t

— p.214,

remember but

remember.

(Tr.,

L.5.)

Rey conceded

testiﬁed that she

there

was

were large portions of the weekend

“[p]ositive

100%” about

that she

the things she could

p.214, Ls.12-17.)

Boise Police Department community service specialist Krysta Theisen testiﬁed she was
called to the scene t0 take photographs.

(Tr.,

p.150, Ls.1 1-19.)

well as the kitchen and living areas 0f the residence.

(Tr.,

Theisen photographed Rey, as

p.150, L.20

—

p.151, L.12.) Theisen

described the kitchen area as being in disarray, With contents of the refrigerator strewn across the
ﬂoor. (TL, p.151, Ls.7-16.) Theisen observed a liquor bottle in the trash can. (Tr., p.151, Ls.1722.) Theisen photographed Rey’s injuries,

portion 0f her upper scalp,

Cyndee Cook, a
forensic examination of

some abrasions 0n her

— p.152,

chest.” (TL, p.151, L.25

which she described

L.1

1;

July 22, 2019.

gotten into an altercation with her partner.

screaming

at her.

Rey wasn’t

sure if

(Tr.,

it

hit

p.163, Ls.1-4.)

right shin, discoloration

0n her — the

left

on her back, and her

State’s Exs.1-1 1.)

registered nurse at St.

Rey on

as “discoloration

She

Alphonsus Hospital testiﬁed she performed a
(TL, p.160, Ls.19-21.)

(TL, p.162, Ls.19-24.)

tried t0

Rey

told

She woke up

Cook

she had

t0 her partner

run from him and he threw a bottle

at her;

her but she had a head injury. (TL, p.163, Ls.5-9.) She was able t0 get

outside but he grabbed her and threw her back inside and shut the door

0n her

was

Cook photographed and

able to leave and call t0 a neighbor for help. (T12, p.163, Ls.1 1-15.)

leg,

and then she

identiﬁed injuries 0n Rey’s body, including a deep purple bruise 0n her head going up into the
scalp area, a bruise

on her upper

both arms, a scratch on her

lip,

leg,

bruises on the left side of her chest, bruising on her back and

and a red area With an abrasion 0n her lower

p.164, Ls.3-13; p.165, Ls.6-15; p.167, L.8

— p.170,

right leg.

(T12,

L.6; State’s Exs.12-26.)

Boise Police Ofﬁcer Nicholas Peterson testiﬁed he responded t0 the residence on July 21.

(T12,

p.178, Ls.15-19.) Ofﬁcer Peterson testiﬁed that he

was standing with Gunter While another

ofﬁcer conducted an investigation and he saw Gunter send a text message saying that he

wouldn’t be

at

work because he

11; p.180, Ls.2-14.)

got into a ﬁght with

Rey and was going

to jail.

(TL, p.179, Ls.3-

Gunter told Ofﬁcer Peterson he has a drinking problem and drinks Black

Velvet. (TL, p.180, Ls.19-23.)

Ada County Paramedic Brandon Larosa
21.

(TL, p.237, Ls.9-18.)

struck

by her

partner.

He

(T12,

testiﬁed

testiﬁed he evaluated

Rey was very upset and

p.237, Ls.23-24; p.240, L.25

recommended Rey be

at the

crying; she told

— p.241,

on Rey’s cheek consistent With being struck across the

Rey

scene 0n July

him she had been

L.2.) Larosa observed a bruise

Larosa

(TL, p.239, Ls.2-10.)

face.

transported to the hospital for further observation, but

Rey

declined.

(TL,

p.241, Ls.9-17.)

Boise Police Ofﬁcer Jake Sherﬁck testiﬁed he responded t0 the residence 0n July 21.
(TL, p.260, L.24

— p.261,

Ofﬁcer Sherﬁck spoke with Rey; he described her demeanor as

L.5.)

“very emotional” and she appeared intoxicated.

(Tr.,

complained of pain and said she was afraid 0f Gunter.

Rey

p.263, Ls.20-23; p.268, Ls.7-17.)

(TL, p.264, Ls.6-1

1.)

Ofﬁcer Sherﬁck

noticed a large lump on the top of her head. (Tr., p.267, Ls.3-8.)

Ofﬁcer Sherﬁck also spoke with Gunter; on-body Video of portions of their conversation

(E

was admitted.

Tr.,

—

p.264, L.22

p.265, L.14;

ﬂ alﬂ

State’s EX. 28.)

Gunter denied

remembering much 0f what had happened over the weekend, but recalled being slapped
face

on July 20 by Rey and being punched

in the face

on July 21 by the random person.

in the

(E

T11,

p.266, Ls.4-9.)

Gunter testiﬁed on his

own

Black Velvet and watched Netﬂix.

from

when

(TL, p.277, L.24

that night.

she

seemed

woke up

t0 relax.

the next

behalf.

— p.278,

L.1.)

He

morning and asked

(TL, p.279, Ls.6-16.)

knew how Rey’s

Gunter couldn’t remember much

(TL, p.277, Ls.12-23.)

testiﬁed that

if

he was

Rey showed Gunter

her chest and complained that her ribs hurt.
neither of them

Gunter testiﬁed that on July 20, he and Rey drank

mad

at her;

little

when he

defensive”

said n0, she

a large “not nice-looking”

(TL, p.279, L.23

injuries occurred.

Rey seemed “a

—

p.280, L.14.)

(TL, p.280, Ls. 1 5-23.)

bump on

Gunter testiﬁed

Gunter and Rey continued drinking on the morning 0f July 21 and ﬁnished the bottle 0f

Black Velvet. (TL, p.280, L.24 — p.281, L.7.) Gunter testiﬁed he told Rey the side 0f his face
felt

“a

little

off”

and they discussed

that she “potentially

They took a nap and watched a movie

p.281, Ls.9-17.)

smacked” him the night before.

until

around noon, When Gunter went to

the liquor store and bought another bottle 0f Black Velvet. (TL, p.281, L.18

continued t0 drink and watch movies.

(T12,

(T12,

— p.283,

They

L.3.)

p.283, Ls.13-18.)

Gunter testiﬁed he did not remember

falling asleep again, but recalled getting into

an

argument about ﬁnances. (TL, p.283, L.25 — p.284, L.20.) Gunter testiﬁed Rey was upset and

wanted

t0 leave.

(Tr.,

p.284, L.23.)

Gunter testiﬁed he followed her outside and chased her

around the car because he didn’t want her t0 drive drunk. (TL, p.285, Ls.8—13.) Gunter testiﬁed

Rey

started yelling

p.285, Ls.15-19.)

and a neighbor came over, so he

and went back inside the residence. (TL,

Gunter also testiﬁed that Rey and the neighbor went across the

the police and “that

(TL, p.285, L.25

left

was around

— p.286,

L.5.)

the time that

street t0 call

somebody came out 0f nowhere and

Gunter didn’t know the random person that

hit

him.

hit [him].”

(Tr.,

p.286,

Ls.6-10.) Gunter testiﬁed he did not recall hitting, pushing, or throwing Rey. (T12, p.286, Ls.18-

23.)

Gunter also testiﬁed he was not denying that

22.)

Gunter testiﬁed he did not believe Rey lied during her testimony, that

it

might have happened. (TL, p.291, Ls.16“it’s

her perspective,

her perception.” (TL, p.292, Ls.3-10.)

The jury acquitted Gunter 0n Count

I

but found him guilty of Count II—domestic battery

with traumatic injury, occurring on July 21. (R., pp. 121-22.) The
t0 ten years

pp.160-62.)

with six years ﬁxed.

(R., pp.156-58.)

district court

sentenced Gunter

Gunter ﬁled a timely notice of appeal.

(R.,

ISSUES
Gunter

I.

states the issues

Whether the

0n appeal

as:

district court erred

by not excluding

the evidence 0f the

random

person punching Mr. Gunter as irrelevant.

II.

Whether the

district court erred

reference to what the

III.

by not ordering a

random person

said at

mistrial based

on the improper

trial.

Whether the accumulation of errors in this case requires
determines them all to be individually harmless.

reversal even if this Court

(Appellant’s brief, p.8.)

The
I.

II.

state rephrases the issues as:

Has Gunter failed t0 show that the district court erred when it concluded evidence
of the random person punching Gunter was relevant and admissible?
Has Gunter

failed t0

show

that the district court erred

when

it

denied his motion

for a mistrial?

III.

Has Gunter

failed t0

show

that the cumulative error doctrine applies?

ARGUMENT
I.

Show That The District Court Erred When It Concluded Evidence Of The
Random Person Punching Gunter Was Relevant And Admissible

Gunter Has Failed To

A.

Introduction

Gunter argues the

punched him because

The

brief, pp.9-10.)

that a

more probable

that

Standard

B.

that evidence

district court

random person

felt

when

district court erred

was

admitted evidence that a random person

it

and therefore inadmissible?

irrelevant,

(Appellant’s

properly concluded the evidence was relevant, because the fact

compelled t0 confront and punch Gunter had a tendency to make

Gunter and Rey were involved in an

it

altercation.

Of Review

“The question 0f Whether evidence

is

relevant

reviewed de novo.”

is

165 Idaho 563, 572, 448 P.3d 991, 1000 (2019) (quoting State

V. Hall,

State V. Sanchez,

163 Idaho 744, 781, 419

P.3d 1042, 1079 (2018)).

Evidence

C.

Of The Random Person Punching Gunter Was

Relevant evidence
I.R.E. 402.

it

would be Without

I.R.E. 401.

661,

2

Evidence

is

generally admissible, unless

relevant if “it has any tendency t0

the evidence” and if “the fact

However,

_, 462 P.3d

is

that fact

waived any argument

Relevance

district court’s ruling

that the evidence should

pursuant t0 I.R.E 403.

E

Bettwieser V.

some

make

other rule provides otherwise.

a fact

more or

less

probable than

of consequence in determining the action.”

need not be in dispute

1125, 1135 (2020).

Gunter challenges the

is

Relevant

is

to

be relevant. State

V. Garcia,

166 Idaho

not determined strictly by the elements of

only on relevancy grounds.

Therefore, he has

have been excluded 0n any other basis, including
Irrigation Dist, 154 Idaho 317, 323, 297

New York

P.3d 1134, 1140 (2013) (holding issue not raised in opening brief is waived).

10

the offense charged.

(holding evidence

GLcia, 166 Idaho

m, gg,

was
at

and the Victim liked

State V. Jones, 167 Idaho 353,

_, 470 P.3d 1162,

relevant to provide context for propriety 0f police actions and search);

_, 462 P.3d at 1136 (holding the Victim’s Wife’s testimony about what she
to

do together “While only minimally relevant,

background information about the Victim”). Rather, “[w]hether a

by

its

P.3d

relationship to the legal theories presented

at

1173 (quoting San_chez, 165 Idaho

The
injuries,

state’s theory at trial

was

that

at

by

the parties.”

is

nevertheless admissible as

fact is material is

determined

m,

at

167 Idaho

Speciﬁcally,

legs.

Rey

_, 470

572, 448 P.3d at 1000).

of the events 0f July 21, supported by Rey’s testimony and

Gunter battered Rey and caused traumatic injury by

slamming a door 0n Rey’s
residence.

1169 (2020)

According

t0

striking,

punching, or

Rey, some 0f this conduct took place outside the

testiﬁed she attempted to ﬂee the residence but Gunter grabbed her,

threw her back onto the landing in the doorway of the residence, and slammed the door 0n her
legs

from outside the residence. (TL, p.198, L.19 — p.199,

window 0f the

L. 14.)

When Rey was

to

ﬂee the residence, she climbed

at

Which point Gunter chased her around the car While she screamed

p.201, L.9.)

Gunter’s version 0f events, however,

from driving drunk.

went

into the

(E

Tr.,

p.285, Ls.8-13.)

to their residence t0 speak t0

L.15 — p.286, L.2.)

It is

outside the residence while

It is

is

vehicle before exiting out the other side,

that

Rey was on

the

for help. (Tr., p.200, L.20

—

he was simply trying to prevent Rey

undisputed that neighbors called 911 and

911 0n the neighbor’s phone.

also undisputed that the

once again able

(Tr.,

Rey

p.201, Ls.10-20; p.285,

random person ran up and punched Gunter

phone with 91

1.

(Tr.,

p.202, Ls.8-13; p.286, Ls.4-10;

State’s EX. 27.)

The

was

district court

properly concluded that evidence that a random person punched Gunter

relevant. Just as the fact that the neighbor called 911 is relevant, the

11

random person’s punch

is

relevant.

Both show an uninterested person’s reaction

to

an altercation. Both demonstrate that

what the uninterested person observed was signiﬁcant enough

that the person felt

act—the neighbor called 911 and the random person punched Gunter.
stated, “the fact that

as having

an otherwise unconcerned citizen

some relevance

to the question

it

more probable

a

random person would

compelled to

insert

the district court

himself strikes

me

0f whether or not a conﬂict occurred.” (TL, p.26, Ls.8-

random person ran up and punched Gunter has a tendency

Indeed, the fact that the

12.)

felt

As

compelled to

that a Violent altercation occurred

between Gunter and Rey;

it is

more

t0

make

likely that

compelled to engage in a dispute and punch Gunter because that

feel

person witnessed or otherwise had reason t0 believe Gunter was being Violent towards Rey.

Gunter argues that Whether he was punched

is

irrelevant because

it

does not g0 directly t0

the elements 0f the crime the state needed t0 prove, particularly in light 0f the fact that the

occurred after the charged conduct. (Appellant’s brief, pp.9-10.)

even

if

it

E

I.R.E. 401;

ﬂ alﬂ m,

167 Idaho

discussed above, the fact that a random person punched Gunter

it

evidence

does not go directly t0 a particular element 0f the crime charged;

probative and material.

make

First,

more

likely that a Violent altercation

timing of the punch does not negate

was

occurring, before ushering

(m

Tr.,

p.201, Ls.8-13.)

removed from the

As

its

at

is

may be
it

The neighbor

Rey away and handing her

the audio of the call

makes

the

clear,

need only be

relevant because

it

As

tends t0

Second, the

called 911 while the altercation

phone so she could speak

Rey was

altercation as she spoke with dispatch, during

12

relevant

_, 470 P.3d at 1169.

between Gunter and Rey occurred.

relevancy.

punch

still

in distress

t0 91

1.

and being

which time she observed the

(E State’s EX. 27.)

random person punch Gunter.3
the

punch was not some “random additional

this case.

Thus, contrary to Gunter’s characterization,

altercation unrelated

and

after the events” at issue in

(TL, p.15, Ls.1 1-13.)

Gunter asserts “the prosecutor conceded that the punching incident was not probative
anything if

it

was not presented

in context.”

to

(Appellant’s brief, p.9.) However, Gunter cites to

portions 0f the transcript during Which the prosecutor and district court are addressing the

admissibility 0f the

random person’s statement made When he punched Gunter.

Read

p.147, L.11.)

in context, the prosecutor

probative, but rather argued the statement itself

made n0 concession

was

that the

p. 143,

L.8

—

punch was not

relevant and should be admitted along with

(E TL, p.145, L.20 — p.146, L.19.)

evidence 0f the punch.

(E

Further, evidence 0f the

punch was

presented in the context in which in occurred.

Even

if the district court erred

“Error

that error is harmless.

is

When

it

determined evidence of the punch was relevant,

not reversible unless

it is

prejudicial.”

827, 830, 405 P.3d 612, 615 (Ct. App. 2017). “Harmless error

is

State V. Stell, 162 Idaho

error unimportant in relation to

everything else the jury considered on the issue in question, as revealed in the record.” GLcia,

166 Idaho

at

_, 462 P.3d at 1138 (quotation marks omitted).

minimal compared

3

to the probative force

“When

of the record establishing

the effect of the error

guilt

is

‘beyond a reasonable

Rey’s preliminary hearing testimony also indicates the punch occurred as she was being

removed from

the altercation, not after: “I

walking in the —
like,

I

you’re going to hit a girl?

neighbors pulled

ﬂ alﬂ

me

yelling for help 0utside.... There

And

came running over and

was some guy

said something,

he punched [Gunter] in the face. And at the same time my
Tr., p.19, L.24 — p.20, L.7 (emphasis added);

over t0 their house.” (Prelim.

p.36, Ls.21-24

they were pulling

was

don’t know, in the trailer park and he

me

(“My neighbors

over,

I

saw

this

across from our trailer pulled

me

over to

theirs.

And

as

guy going over t0 him and punching him.”) (emphasis

added).)

13

doubt’ Without the error,

and

is

it

can be said that the error did not contribute t0 the verdict rendered

therefore harmless.” Li.

There was n0 unfair prejudice arising from evidence that a bystander punched Gunter. As

Gunter points

out,

evidence that a random person punched Gunter does not go directly t0 a

speciﬁc element the state was required t0 prove
Further, the

completed.

random person punched Gunter
Rather than establish guilt

after the

the

itself,

(E

at trial.

Appellant’s brief, pp.9-10.)

conduct that satisﬁed each element was

random person’s punch demonstrated an

independent bystander’s reaction to the altercation between Gunter and Rey. Even

if lacking in

probative value, the evidence lacks prejudicial force.

Conversely, the probative force of the evidence of Gunter’s guilt was signiﬁcant.
testiﬁed that Gunter, her household

member, threw things

grabbed her, pushed her, threw

at her,

her to the ground 0n her back, and slammed her legs in the door.

L3;

p.196, L.17

injuries

Rey

— p.200,

sustained,

L.10.)

Rey, Ofﬁcer Theisen, and

p.152, L.11; p.164, L.3

—

p.170,

L6;

p.210, L.13

(ﬂ

RN

which were photographed and presented

Rey

Cook

at trial.

— p.212, L.25;

Tr.,

p.182, L.20

p.183,

testiﬁed about the

all

(E

ﬂ alﬂ

—

Tr.,

p.151, L.25

—

State’s Exs. 1-26.)

Signiﬁcantly, Gunter did not deny Rey’s version 0f events or challenge the veracity 0f Rey’s

testimony, but testiﬁed that

it

was “her

perspective, her perception.”

L.10.) Because any unfair prejudice from the alleged error

is

(Tr.,

p.291, L.16

minimal compared

-

p.292,

t0 the probative

force 0f the largely uncontested evidence 0f guilt, the alleged error “did not contribute to the

verdict rendered and

is

therefore harmless.”

E

Garcia, 166 Idaho at

14

_, 462 P.3d at 1138.

II.

Gunter Has Failed T0 Show That The District Court Erred

When It Denied His Motion For A

Mistrial

A.

Introduction

Gunter argues the
testiﬁed about the

district court erred

random person’s

When

statement.

it

denied his motion for a mistrial after

The

(Appellant’s brief, pp.10-19.)

Rey

district court

properly denied the motion because Rey’s statement did not amount t0 reversible error and

Gunter was not deprived of his right
to

t0 a fair trial.

The

district court sustained

Gunter’s obj ection

Rey’s testimony, struck the statement, and instructed the jury t0 disregard

stricken statement

was insigniﬁcant

conclude the jury did not follow the

in the context

of the

trial

as a

district court’s instruction, as

it.

Whole and there
it is

Rey’s single,

is

n0 basis

t0

generally presumed t0 do.

Gunter’s various arguments otherwise are unavailing.

Standard

B.

Of Review

“The standard of review of a denial of a motion
Court’s] focus

motion.

Viewed

The

is

upon

trial

0n the

trial

[This

0f the incident that triggered the mistrial

judge’s refusal t0 declare a mistrial will be disturbed only if that incident,

retrospectively, constituted reversible error.”

P.3d 727, 742 (201

C.

the continuing impact

for mistrial is well-settled:

1)

State V. Ellington, 151 Idaho 53, 68,

253

(quoting State V. Field, 144 Idaho 559, 571, 165 P.3d 273, 285 (2007)).

Gunter Has Failed T0 Show That

He Was Denied A Fair Trial

Motions for mistrial are governed by Idaho Criminal Rule 29.1, which provides
relevant part that “[a] mistrial

during the

trial

may be

declared upon motion of the defendant

an error or legal defect in the proceedings, 0r conduct that

defendant and deprives the defendant 0f a

fair trial.” I.C.R. 29.1(a).

15

When

is

in

there occurs

prejudicial t0 the

Prior to Rey’s testimony, the district court excluded evidence 0f the

(E

statement.

p.146, L.24

Tr.,

“said ‘You’re going t0 hit a

objected,

—

p.147, L.1

girl,”

Which objection the

1.)

However, Rey testiﬁed

and he punched [Gunter].”

district court sustained.

(T12,

random person’s

that the

random person

p.202, Ls.15-16.)

Gunter

(TL, p.202, Ls.17-18.) The district court

then instructed the jury to disregard the comment, later clarifying that the jury was to disregard

Rey’s comment about what the random person

saw the random person

testiﬁed she

moved

do.

said,

but

it

could properly consider What

(TL, p.202, Ls.18—22; p.203, L.24

Rey

— p.204, L5.) Gunter

(TL, p.204, Ls.15-19.) The district court denied that motion. (TL, p.205,

for a mistrial.

Ls.7-8.)

In doing so, the district court noted that

statement

was “a

its

close call” given that the statement

decision t0 exclude the

was

random person’s

likely admissible hearsay,

and the court

determined Rey’s comment about the statement, which was stricken, did not prejudice Gunter
such that a mistrial was warranted.

The

district court

deprived his right to a

(ﬂ

T11,

fair trial

by Rey’s

context 0f the

trial

with Gunter.

She testiﬁed she woke up

Although the

comment was

as a Whole.

inadvertent, stricken

comment about what

Rey

the

random

testiﬁed in great detail about the Violent interaction she had

to

Gunter standing over her, screaming

She testiﬁed about the glass bottle he held

state

t0

L.7.)

Rey’s testimony about the random man’s comment was insigniﬁcant in the

First,

4

— p.206,

properly denied the motion for a mistrial because Gunter was not

person said.4

p.194, Ls.10-17.)

p.205, L.7

in his hand.

(T12,

at her.

(TL,

p.196, L9.)

recognizes the district court ruled that evidence 0f the random person’s

be excluded and therefore

it

properly sustained Gunter’s objection, the state

does not concede that the evidence was inadmissible.

16

Images of the bottle and the injury t0 the top 0f her head were introduced and shown

(E State’s Exs.

2, 11, 24.)

She testiﬁed

he chased her around the residence, throwing the

that

bottle at her repeatedly as she tried t0 get away.

managed

to get past

him and out

to the jury.

(Tn, p.196, Ls.17-23.)

the door, only to have

She testiﬁed

him grab her and throw her up

that she

the steps

0f the residence, where she landed 0n her back on the entryway. (TL, p.198, L.19 — p.199, L6.)

She testiﬁed
14.)

that

he slammed the door 0n her legs from outside the residence.

Along with Rey, Ofﬁcer Theisen and

RN

Cook

testiﬁed about the injuries

including on Rey’s legs and back, and images 0f the injuries were

p.151, L.25

alﬂ

— p.152,

L.3; p.164, Ls.3-13; p.167, L.8

State’s Exs.1-8, 12-24.)

Rey testiﬁed

that

(T12,

—

shown

p.199, Ls.10-

on Rey’s body,

to the jury.

p.170, L.6; p.210, L.13

—

p.212,

(E

Tr.,

L25;

ﬂ

Gunter dumped the contents of her purse onto the

ground and began throwing items from the refrigerator

at

her and around the residence.

(Tr.,

p.200, Ls.2-10.) Images of the kitchen area 0f the residence in disarray with items strewn about

were shown

Gunter followed, chasing her around the car
with 91

1.

(ﬂ

Tr.,

Rey

(State’s Exs. 9-10.)

t0 the jury.

p.200, L.20

until a

testiﬁed she

ﬂed

the residence again and

neighbor intervened and put her on the phone

— p.201, L20.)

Gunter testiﬁed he was merely chasing her t0 prevent her from driving away because she

was

intoxicated.

(Tr.,

p.285, Ls.8-13.)

throwing, or striking Rey.

that

it

happened as Rey

(Tr.,

Gunter testiﬁed he did not remember

p.286, Ls.18-23; p.291, Ls.16-19.)

testiﬁed.

(Tr.,

p.291, Ls.16-22.)

during her testimony, Gunter answered simply: “N0.”

When

(Tr.,

However, he did not deny

asked

if

random person

said

was simply

insigniﬁcant.

17

he believed Rey lied

p.292, Ls.3-5.)

largely uncontested evidence placed before the jury, Rey’s single stricken

the

hitting, pushing,

In the face of the

comment about What

Further, the district court’s instruction cured

arisen

that could otherwise

any prejudice

have

from the comment. “The admission of improper evidence does not automatically require

the declaration of a mistrial.”

“Error in admission of evidence

the jury obeyed the

may be

cured by proper instruction, and

court’s direction.”

trial

414 P.3d 234, 244 (2018).

State V. Johnson, 163 Idaho 412, 422,

it

must be presumed

Li “This Court normally presumes

follow an instruction t0 disregard inadmissible evidence unless there

is

that

that a jury will

an overwhelming

probability that the jury Will be unable to follow the court’s instructions and a strong likelihood

that the effect

Idaho

9, 13,

The

0f the evidence would be devastating to the defendant.” State

407 P.3d 596, 600

(Ct.

Hernandez, 163

V.

App. 2017).

district court instructed the

jury prior to the

start

0f

trial that if it

t0 “put

objection or told the jury to disregard a particular statement, the jury

was

mind and not

p.127, L.18

When

refer t0

it

or rely 0n

Gunter objected, the

disregard Rey’s comment, put

(T12,

it

in

your

later deliberations.”

(T12,

district court sustained the objection

it

from

p.202, Ls.18—22; p.203, L.24

their

minds, and not refer to

— p.204, L5.) At

it

is

not evidence.” (TL, p.303, Ls.1-3.) There

from the stricken comment.

curative instruction and

It is

no reversible

therefore

0r rely on

— p.128,

L.2.)

t0

in deliberations.

it

is

Which you have been

no reason

in the record to

drew impermissible inferences of

presumed the jury followed the

error occurred.

out of your

the close of evidence, the district court again

believe the jury ignored the district court’s instructions and

guilt

it

and instructed the jury

instructed the jury that “any testimony that has been excluded 0r stricken or

instructed to disregard

sustained an

E Johﬂ,

163 Idaho

at

district court’s

422, 414 P.3d at

244.

Gunter makes a variety 0f arguments in challenging the

motion for a

mistrial.

First,

Gunter argues the

18

district

district court’s denial

0f his

court erroneously considered the

admissibility of the

statement a “close call” based 0n hearsay exceptions because Rey’s

testimony about the random person’s statement violated his right to confrontation, relying on

Crawford

Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004).5 (Appellant’s

V.

brief, pp.1 1-13.)

Confrontation Clause only applies t0 statements that are ‘testimonial.’”

non-testimonial, the right t0 confrontation

“[t]he

State V. Stanﬁeld, 158

Idaho 327, 332, 347 P.3d 175, 180 (2015) (citing Crawford, 541 U.S.

random person’s statement was

However,

Because the

at 51).

was not

implicated.

“The Supreme Court has ‘never suggested...that the Confrontation Clause bars the
introduction of

all

out-of-court statements that support the prosecution’s case.”’

State V. Smith,

161 Idaho 782, 787-88, 391 P.3d 1252, 1257-58 (2017) (quoting Ohio V. Clark, 576 U.S. 237,

250 (2015)).
courts

Instead, in determining

Whether the Confrontation Clause

is

implicated, appellate

must “ask whether a statement was given with the primary purpose 0f creating an

court substitute for

testimonial,

trial

testimony.” Li. (internal quotation marks omitted). For a statement to be

and therefore implicate the

right t0 confrontation, “it

must have been made With a

primary obj ective of creating an evidentiary record to establish or prove a fact
158 Idaho

at

out—of—

337, 347 P.3d at 185.

The following have been recognized

at trial.”

Stanﬁeld,

as the “core class of

testimonial statements”: ex part6 in-court testimony, afﬁdavits, custodial examinations, prior

testimony not subject t0 cross—examination, depositions, formalized confessions, and other
“statements that were

made under circumstances which would

reasonably t0 believe that the statement would be available for use

5

Gunter also asserts the

district court

during the altercation but that

it

at the

stress

0f the

trial.”

State V. Hall,

time the random person punched Gunter.”

As discussed above, supra page 13, the punch
Rey was 0n the phone with law enforcement and

(Appellant’s brief, p.11 (emphasis in original).)

under the

a later

erroneously believed the punch and statement occurred

“was over

occurred during the sequence of events, While
still

at

lead an objective Witness

altercation.

19

163 Idaho 744, 777, 419 P.3d 1042, 1075 (2018) (quoting Crawford, 541 U.S.

The random person’s statement

made

person came up, punched Gunter,

The random

as non-testimonial as a statement gets.

is

a statement While doing so, and

reﬂects, he said nothing else t0 anyone.

at 51-52).

He

did not identify himself.

left.

He

As

far as the record

did not speak with the

neighbor or Rey, nor did he remain on the scene to speak with law enforcement once they

There

arrived.

the

is

nothing in the record to indicate that he was even aware

Rey was

The random person’s

was made

phone with law enforcement.

and informally, and, as Gunter points
Appellant’s brief, p. 12.) There

out,

single statement

it

on

unsolicited

while he committed a battery against Gunter.

simply n0 basis from Which

is

currently

(E

can be inferred that the “primary

purpose” 0f the random person’s statement was to “creat[e] an evidentiary record to establish 0r

prove a[ny] fact

at trial.”

E

Stanﬁeld, 158 Idaho at 337, 347 P.3d at 185. Thus, the statement

was nontestimonial and Gunter’s

right t0 confrontation

was

neither implicated nor violated

by

evidence 0f the random person’s statement.

Because the statement was nontestimonial,
evidence.

ﬂQ

at

set

forth

admissibility

was governed by

the rules of

As

the district court noted, the statement

in

I.R.E.

332, 347 P.3d at 180.

under the hearsay exceptions

its

803(1)

and

(2)

as

would

“the present

fall

sense

impression. .or the excited utterance of the person throwing the punch.” (Tr., p.205, Ls.14-21.)
.

Thus, despite the

district court’s prior ruling,

Ls.22-24), the statement

made

“out 0f an abundance 0f caution,”

As

evidence

guilt

was not

discussed above, the evidence of guilt was overwhelming and largely

uncontested. Gunter argues the statement

excluded

p.205,

was admissible evidence.

Gunter next argues the statement was prejudicial because the evidence 0f
overwhelming.

(T12,

t0

bolster

Rey’s

was

particularly prejudicial given that the district court

credibility,

20

because

the

statement

was

the

“only

contemporaneous evidence bolstering Ms. Rey’s allegations of the actual battery.” (Appellant’s

making up

brief, pp.13-14.)

However,

occurred prior

not contemporaneously With the random person’s statement.

to,

as he has pointed out, the actual conduct

acknowledges that images of the
(Appellant’s brief, p.14, n.6.)

the battery

Further, Gunter

0f the residence corroborated Rey’s testimony.

interior

Her testimony was

further corroborated

by her

injuries,

which

were photographed and described by both Ofﬁcer Theisen and Nurse Cook, and Gunter’s own
testimony.

Nonetheless, Gunter asserts that the random person’s involvement explains the jury’s

acquittal

on Count

I

and conviction on Count

for the jury’s verdicts is easily explained

by Rey’s

July 20, and the corroborating evidence for Count

Count
(R., p.45.)

(See

Tr.,

I

However, the basis

ability to recall the events

of July 21 but not

II.

charged Gunter With domestic battery by punching and/or hitting Rey 0n July 20.

Both Rey and Gunter testiﬁed

p.190, L.4

—

she nor Gunter could

p.280, L23.)

(Appellant’s brief, p.14.)

II.

Rey

19; p.277,

having very

to

memory 0f the day and

little

evening.

L.24 — p.278, L.1.) Rey woke up covered in bruises that neither

remember or

explain.

(See

recalled Gunter batting her

T11,

p.190, L.20

head back and

slapped him, and Gunter recalled only that his face hurt. (See

— p.191, L25; p.279, L.23 —

forth,

Tr.,

thought she might have

p.187, Ls.14-19; p.188, L.3

—

p.189, L. 12; p.281, Ls.9-17.) Given both parties” vague and unclear recollections 0f the evening,

the jury determined

it

had reasonable doubt about What occurred

Conversely, Count

by

striking,

II

charged Gunter with domestic battery resulting in traumatic injury

punching, and/or slamming a door 0n

very clear about What happened 0n

Gunter

did,

that evening.

this day.

and around what time they did

Rey 0n

July 21. (R., p.45.) Rey’s

She recalled clearly

it.

(E
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Tr.,

memory was

how the day went, What

p.190, L.20

—

she and

p.203, L.14; p.208, L.9

—

She recalled

p.214, L.21.)

the refrigerator at her.

how Gunter dumped

(Tr.,

p.200, Ls.2-10.)

out the items in her purse and threw items from

She testiﬁed very speciﬁcally about

how he

threw

the Black Velvet bottle at her, blocked her from leaving, pushed her, grabbed her, threw her, and

slammed

the door

on her

legs.

(E TL, p.196, L.17 — p.199, L. 14.)

She had a clear recollection

0f running outside, being chased around the car by Gunter, and screaming for help.

(Tr.,

p.200,

L.20 — p.201, L.9.)
Rey’s testimony was corroborated by physical evidence and other witnesses’ testimony.

Images of the residence corroborate her testimony

dumped
11.)

that

Gunter threw a Black Velvet bottle

door slammed 0n her

injuries corroborate her testimony that she

legs.

(E State’s Exs.

0f the residence and testiﬁed about Rey’s

injuries.

(Tr.,

about what
testimony

Rey

at trial.

p.151, L.7

— p.10,

(Tr.,

p.163, Ls.1-15.)

and he observed an injury 0n her head.

— p.152,

L.6.)

L.1

1.)

Nurse Cook

Nurse Cook also testiﬁed

(T12,

(m

consistent With that report.

p.264, Ls.6-1

1;

Rey was

in pain

up with Rey’s testimony. Although Gunter testiﬁed

that

he did not

p.286, Ls.18-23.) In fact, Gunter

made

hit,

p.239, Ls.2-

and afraid of Gunter

weekend

largely lined

he was only chasing her around the car

from driving While intoxicated, he testiﬁed he did not remember

striking or throwing Rey, not that

Tr.,

p.267, Ls.3-8.)

signiﬁcantly, Gunter’s testimony regarding the events 0f the

t0 prevent her

and had the

Paramedic Larosa testiﬁed that Rey reported she was

L.25 — p.241, L.2.) Ofﬁcer Sherﬁck testiﬁed that

Most

struck, thrown,

reported happened to her during the July 22 examination, which matched Rey’s

by her partner and he observed bruising

10; p.240,

was

Ofﬁcer Theisen described the disarray

1-8, 12-24.)

described Rey’s injuries. (TL, p.164, Ls.3-13; p.167, L.8

struck

(E State’s Exs. 9-

out the contents of her purse, and threw items from the refrigerator.

Images 0f Rey’s

at her,

hitting,

pushing,

push, strike, or throw her. (TL, p.285, Ls.8-13;

clear that
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he was not denying that he

may have done

so.

(TL, p.291, Ls.16-24.)

And, When asked Whether he thought Rey

lied during her testimony,

he

answered unequivocally: “No.” (TL, p.292, Ls.3-5.) The overwhelming and largely uncontested
evidence of Gunter’s guilt explains the jury’s verdict 0n Count
stricken

comment about What the random person

Last,

Gunter argues that the

Gunter has failed to show

district court’s curative instruction

First, as

how

the

not the single, inadvertent,

said.

the “close question” presented to the jury and the “practical and

(Appellant’s brief, pp.16-19.)

II,

was insufﬁcient

human

discussed above, this was not a close question.

“human

comments made by

assorted

pp.17-18.)

instructions.

Tr., p.58, Ls.1-3.)

Second,

nature” of the jury in this case should overcome this

No jurors

indicated they

Gunter makes

(E Appellant’s brief,

potential jurors during voir dire.

However, no jurors indicated they would be unwilling

(E

of

limitations” 0f the jury.

Court’s general presumption that a jury has followed the court’s instructions.

much of

in light

to

follow the court’s

would be unable or unwilling

t0

render a fair and impartial verdict based 0n the evidence presented and law as instructed by the
court.

(E

Tr., p.58, Ls.4-8.)

p.122, Ls.1-4.)

any jurors for cause. (TL,

Therefore, potential jurors’ open and hypothetical discussions about What they

might expect or want

to see or hear at trial is irrelevant t0

before them and applied

there

Further, Gunter declined to challenge

it

t0 the

was an “overwhelming

that the evidence

law as

it

was

instructed.

probability” the jury

would be “devastating”

600 (“This Court normally presumes
inadmissible evidence unless there

is

t0 him.

that

how

the jury

Gunter has failed to demonstrate that

would not follow

E

Viewed the evidence put

the curative instruction and

Hernandez, 163 Idaho

at 13,

407 P.3d

at

a jury will follow an instruction to disregard

an overwhelming probability that the jury Will be unable t0

follow the court’s instructions and a strong likelihood that the effect 0f the evidence would be
devastating t0 the defendant”).
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III.

The Cumulative Error Doctrine Does Not Apply
Gunter argues that the accumulation 0f

“Under the doctrine of cumulative

here.

may

in the aggregate

show

P.3d 961, 982 (2010).
error] doctrine is a

error,

error,

each individually

error doctrine has

is

harmless,

no application

a series of errors, harmless in and of themselves,

the absence of a fair trial.”

State V. Per_ry, 150 Idaho 209, 230,

However, “a necessary predicate

ﬁnding of more than one

if

error.”

t0 the application

Even

Li.

245

of the [cumulative

the presence of

more than one

however, “does not require the reversal of a conviction because, under due process, a

defendant

is

entitled to a fair trial, not

245 P.3d 77, 96

(Ct.

App. 201

an error free

reversal.

Even

if this

0f each potential

E

Court ﬁnds

error, the

trial.”

State V. Norton, 151 Idaho 176, 195,

1).

Gunter has failed t0 establish any

trial.

The cumulative

(Appellant’s brief, p.19.)

requires reversal.

even

errors,

error,

much

less

an accumulation of errors necessitating

reasons explained above as to the harmlessness

error, for all the

combination 0f alleged errors in Gunter’s case does not require a

State V. Barcella, 135 Idaho 191, 204, 16 P.3d 288, 301 (Ct.

App. 2000) (holding

multiple errors harmless because “there [was] overwhelming evidence 0f Barcella’s guilt”).

CONCLUSION
The

state respectfully requests this

Court afﬁrm the judgment of the

DATED this 8th day of January, 2021.

Kacey L. Jones

/s/

KACEY L. JONES
Deputy Attorney General
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new

district court.
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